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Abstract 

Measurements of direct solar irradiance and sky radiance were carried out in Sendai, Japan for the 
period from September 1981 to May 1985 using a scanning spectral radiometer (aureolemeter). Size 
distributions of columnar total aerosols were retrieved by inver色ing both spectral optical 色hickness and 
solar aureole radiance data. 
The size distribution of aerosols due to the El Chichon eruption in 1982 w槌白色imated 超低le

difference between columnar volume spectra before and after the eruption. The results indicate that 
the El Chichon aerosol had a monomodal volume spectrum with a mode radius about 0.5μmj their 
contribution to the total aerosol volume reached the maximum in the winter of 1983, i.e. December 
1982 to February 1983, then gradually decaying to the normallevel prior to the eruption by the spring 
of 1985. 
A seasonal model of tropospheric aerosols over Sendai was constructed by subtracting the volume 

spectrum of the EI Chichon aerosol model from that of the columnar total aerosols, and successful1y 
represented by a bimodal log-normal function. The aerosols in spring and summer se槌ons have 
different featurωin respect of volume spectra. The coarse particle mode aerosols wiぬ radii around 
3μm are predominant in spring while the accumulation mode aerosols with radii around 0.2μm are 
predominant in summer. 
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1. Introduction 

Aero喧ols suspended in the atmo叩here have a po・
tenti叫 to affect the radiation budget of the earth 創ld
the global climate change through change in their 
optical prop町ties (Yamamoto and 古田aka， 19η; 

Coakley et al. , 1983; Coakley and Cess, 1985), and 
through their activity as cloud condensation nuclei 

(Twom句 et al. , 1984; Wigley, 1989). Observations 
and modeling of the optical thickness, size distriｭ
bution and refr舵tive index of a.erosols, and investiｭ
gation of their spatial and temporal variations are 
indispensable for an 邸sessment of the influence of 
aerosols on climate. Several methods for retrieving 
the size distribution of aerosols from 出esp即位alop
tical thickness obtained by the sunphotometry have 

been developed and extensively employed after the 
8伽rs銑tp戸ro叩po凶se吋d by Yamamoto and .τT，‘'anak同a (ο19鉛69的). It 
is known , however，出at the retrieved particle size 
is generally restricted to a narrow range because of 
the spectral limi tation of the optical thickness meaｭ
surements. Retrieval of aerosols with larger radii 
requires longer wavelengths. Several improved inｭ
version methods combining the spectral extinction 
and scattering phase function of aerosols were thus 
developed and successfully applied to observed data 
(Green et al. , 1971; Twitty et al. , 1976; Shaw, 1979; 
Deepak et al. , 1980; Nakajima et al. , 1983, 1986a, 
b; Quenzel and Thomalla, 1987; Tanre et al. , 1988). 
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In order to ob也in a long-term data set of the 
columnar volume spectrum of aerosols, we perｭ
formed spectral measurements of solar radiation at 
Aobayama (380 15'N, 1400 51'E, 153 m above MSL) 
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in the suburbs of Sendai, Japall for the period frolIl 
September 19~1 to l¥Iay 19~5. A Ululti-wavelellgth 
almucantar-scuullillg radiυmetcr (hereafter referred 
to 出“aureolemetcr") w出 developed to me出ure

both direct an� scattered solar irradiallce. Spectral 
optical thicknesses were obtailled from direct solar 
irradiance measurell1ellts. Volume size �stributiollS 
of columnar total aerosols were estimutcd by invertｭ
ing both the spectral optical thicklless alld allgular 
dh;tributions of the solar aureole radiance with an 
algorithm of Nakajima et al. (1983, 1986a). 
The optical thickness and size distributioll of 

蘰rosols thus obtained can be decompose� illtO those 
of stratospheric alld tropospheric aerosols. Within 
the observation period, the volcano El Chichon l 

located in s印ou凶th悶n 島Me位ωx刈ic∞o (1口702初O'N ， 93012'W) 
erupted on 恥Iarch 28 and then irregularly until May 
1982. In the presenも stuùy， size distributions of 
stratospheric aerosols due to the El Chichon erupｭ
tion were estimated as a difference between columｭ
nar size distributioIlS before and after the eruption. 
After investigating the results and referring to preｭ
vious studies on El Chichon aerosols (Knollenberg 
and Huffman, 1983; Oberbeck et al. , 1983; Hofmann 
and Rosen, 1984; Michalsky et al. , 1984; Asano 
et al. , 1985; Spinhirne and King, 1985; Nakajima 
et al. , 1986a) , we constructed a model of strato・
spheric aerosols pertaining to the period after the 
El Chichon eruption. Size distributions of tropo・
spheric aerosols (induding the background s七rato・
spheric aerosols in the stric色 sense) were also deｭ
rived by subtracting the modeled distribution of the 
El Chichon aerosols from the columnar total aerosol 
distributions. We present further a se舗onal model 
of tropospheric aerosols over Sendai, and discuss its 
se出onal features. 

2. Design of the aureolemeter 

We have developed an aureolemeter which can 
measure not only direct solar irradiance but sky ra・
diance in the solar almucantar. The aureolemeter 
is equipped with a si1icon photodiode and five inｭ
terference filters at waveleng出s of 369, 500, 675, 
776 and 862 nm 回 illustra旬d in Fig. 1. The fil色er
wheel rotates at 375 rpm in front of the detector. 
The detector produces an output current, which is 
proportional to the magnitude of incident irradiance 
and amplified by a linear current/voltage converter 
with a dynamic range of 105 • The output voltage is 

improved Langley mctho� pl'O(>llSt'd by Tallaka et al. 
(IÐ~ü). 
Precise llleωurcmcnts of tlw solm・ aureole at slllall 

scatterillg anglcs-frolll the slln arc l)lIitc imporｭ
tallt because such lIleasuremellts ellable the retrieval 
of aerosol size distribution in wi�r radills rallges 
(Takamura a�� TUllaka, 1Ð~5). The nllite FOV of 
the instrul1lent 悩 wcll 出 that of solar �sk (Box 
alld Deepak. 1981), however, se巾usly affects the 
retrievul of the phase function of acrosols because 
of iωlargC! growth rate with ùccrca~illg sn\ttl~rillg 
allg1e. We estilllated errors illvolve� ill thC! retrieved 
phase functioll due to the nnitc FOVs of thc illstruｭ
mellt and th~ sun based on a sillgle scatterillg apｭ
proximatioll, alld determine� a dcsirable FOV angle 
for the aureolcmeter. It is fOlln� from thc.> discussioll 
in APPClldix tlmt WC (:an obtain thc phasc.> fllllct.ion 
with an accuracy bettcr thall 2 % for scattcrillg all・
gles larger than 10 if the 1叫f(f\川 a時le of FOV of 
the aureolcllletcr is dcsigncd to bc smaller tlmll 0.5。
(1.00). 

The foUowing consi�rations were also takcn into 
account in the design of aureolemcter: 
(1) 8ull-shade bafHes in front of the object lells are 
indispensable for prevellting stray lighむ cOlltamina

tion due 色o the reflection of solar radiation in the 
aureolemeter. These bafHes were designed to enable 
us to me酪ure the aureole irradiance for scatterillg 
angles greater than 1.250 • 

(2) The optical alignment should be made to keep 
the incident angle to the filters 舗 small as possiｭ
ble sil1ce the peak wavelength of incident radiation 
transmitted through the interference filters shifts deｭ
pending on the incident augle. 
(3) The temperature of the detector should be COllｭ
trolled to a telllpemture of 400C土 10C to l1cgatc 饅l1y 
errors due to the temperature depelldellce of the deｭ
tector's sensitiviむy.
.8pecifications of the aureolemeter are sumIllarized 

in Table 4 of Tal1aka et al. (1986) 

3. Observations and data analysis 

Spec色ral Illeasurements of solar radi叫iOll were 
performed at Aobayallla (380 15'N, 1400 51 0 E , 153 III 
above MSL) in the suburbs of 8endai, Japan frolll 
Sepもember 1981 to May 1985. Aobayama, which is 
located to the west of Sendai city, neighbors with 
the Owu Mountains (1500-1800 m above M8L) in 
the northw制組d wi山山e Pacific Ocean in the 
southe踊t as shown by Fig. 2. The aureolemeter w踊
set up on the rooftop of a research building in the 
Aobayam~\ campus of Tohoku U 
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Fig. 1. Optical alignment and outline of electrical circuits of the aureolemeter. 

Pacific Ocean 

IIp 

Fig. 2. Location of the observation site at Aobayama in the suburbs of Sendai, Japan. 

1.250 alld 1800 were selected depending on the solar 
elevatioll so that the scattering allgles range from 
1.250 to 600 • It takes 8 minutes for a complete meaｭ
surement of the direct and aureole radiances at the 
five wavelellgths. ln order to ascertain the homoｭ
gt'ueity of atmospheric conditioll around the Slln, 
the 礼ureolcmeter scanned to the right and le此 from
thl'‘ :mll. If t.he me脳ured radinllces between the right 
I¥!ulleft SCIUlH were diffcrent by lllorc than 5 %, those 
data were excluded from the succeedillg analyses. 
The optical thickness of aerosols 九(λ) at waveｭ

lellgth 入 is evaluated by subtracting the optical 

もhicknesses due to molecular scattering Tm (入) and 
g槌eous absorption Tg (入) from the total optical 
thickness Tt (λ) llsi時 the relationship, 

Ta (λ) = Tt(λ) ー Trr.(入) -Tg (入). (1) 

Tt(入 is obtained from the direct solar irradiance 
F(入) measured on the ground and 凡(入) at the top 
of thc atmosphere by the following equation: 

ゐ

η(入) = ln (凡(入)IF(λ)1D:.!) 1m, (2) 

where m is the optical airmass and D is the disｭ
tance between the sun and the earth in 踊tronorn-
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Fig. 3. (a) Angular distributions of the aureole radiance at wavelengths of 369 (rectangles) , 500 (circles) , 
675 (triangles) and 862 nm (crosses) , respectively, measured on December 11 , 1981. The radiance is 
normalized by the value a色 thescattering angle of 150 • (b) Spectral optical thickness of aerosols. Crosses 
and a line indicate values from the measurement and those reconstructed from the volume spectrum 
presented in Fig. 5, respectively. 

ical units. Tm (入) is estimated by the formula prcト
posed by Fr�lich and Shaw (1980). The absorption 

.' by ozone (Chappuis band) is taken into account for 
Tg (入)叫入=500nm and 675 nm. An average of the 
column amounts of ozone at Tateno and Sapporo 
observed by 出e J apan Meteorological Agency w出
used for the value at Sendai. We adopted the ozone 
absorption coefficient of CIAP (1975). 
Figure 3 shows, for example, the angular distribuｭ

tions of aureole radiance and spectral distribuもion of 
Tα(入)叫入=369 ， 500, 675 , 862 nm, which were meaｭ
sured on December 11, 1981. In 出is study, we did 
not use the data of 入=776nm because these optiｭ
cal thicknesses frequen七ly showed unexpected large 
values even after a correction for 七he effect of oxyｭ
gen A-band absorption. An i句rative algorithm deｭ
veloped by Nakajima et al. (1983, 1986a) w踊 used
for retrieving the size distribution of aerosols from 
those measurements. In this algorithm, the proce・
dure is divided into two steps, i.e. esもimation of 
the scattering phase function of aerosols by remov・

ing a theoretical estimate of the multiple scattering 
radiance from the aureole data, and estimation of a 
volume spectrum by inverting the optical thickness 
and phase function of aerosols. The aerosol optical 
thickness Ta (入) is given by 

時)=乙ι(À ， ln r)若干伽

The scattering phase function ßλ(θ) at the scatterｭ
ing angleθis given by 

ß>.{θ) = f∞ K" ，>.{θ， lnT)1LdlIIT 
人∞ dlnr

(3) 

where dV/dln r is the volume size distributioll of 
aerosols, dV is the volume of aerosols cOlltained ill 
an in七erval d ln r , and r is the radius of an aerosol 
particle. K e (入， lnr) and Ks ，)..(θ ， ln r) are the kernel 
functions for extinc七ion and scattering, respectively 
derived from Mie scat同ring theory. Normalized kerｭ
nel functions for extinction and scattering versus the 
size parameter, 2πr/入， are illustrated in Fig. 2 of 
Nakajima et al. (1986a) We solve these equations 出
a simultaneous inverse problem to obtain the volume 
spectrum dV / d ln r. 
The procedure s七arts from an initial condition 

where a power law size distribution of aerosols is 
assumed. The doubling method w回 used for calcuｭ
lating 七he radiatioll transfer or estimating the mulｭ
七iple scattering in the atmosphere above the surｭ
face whose albedo was assumed to be 0.15. Calｭ
culations were. repeated ulltil the r .m.s. differellce 
between the calculated alld observed radiallces beｭ
comes less thall 0.1 % or ulltil the r.mふ difference

between those at the (n -1)山 iteratioll alld the nｭ
th iteratioll becomes less than 0.01 %. Most of the 
illversions terminated after a 5-6 times iteration by 
the latter criterioll. The r.mふ di百érellce exceedillg 
10 % at the beginlling of iteratiolls decreased sucｭ
cessfully to 2-3 %叫 the final iteration，出 shown

by Fig. 4. This confirms that the observed data can 
be reconstructed in a highly consistent manner by 
radiation 七ransfer 出eoryωsumillg a plane parallel 
atmosphere and spherical particles. 
Through this procedure, we fillally obtailled the 

volume spectrum, for example shown inFig. 5 froIll 
data shown in R~. 3. Tanaka et al. (1982) found 
that the volume specもrum can be retrieved without 
large uncertainties if the maximum contribution of 

(4) 
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Fig. 4. Comparisons of aureole radiances between observed (symbols) and reconstructed (curves) values at 
wavelengths of 369 (a) , 500 (b), 675 (c) and 862 nm (d), respectively, from the me踊urement presented 
in Fig.3. 
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Fig. 5.. Volume size spectra of columnar to・
tal aerosols retrieved from data indicated 
in Fig.3，踊suming the refractive index of 
aerosols to be 1.5-0.0li (solid curve with 
solid circles), 1.45-0i (broken curve) and 
1.5-0.03 (dot-broken curve). 

the spectrum at a particular radius range to any p町t
of observed data, Cmax , safely exceeds the r.m.s. er・
ror of the data. The error of the 加e踊ured data, 
which includes the specific error of t:he aureolemeｭ
ter 踊 well as observationaI errors, is at most 5 % 
50 that the radius range where the value of Cmax 
exceeds 5 % in the inversion procedure is expected 

to be reliable. The reliable range w槌 extended over 
0.2-8μm in most c笛田 of this study. Consequently, 
it is found that the optical thickness data are reｭ
sponsible for the small size range of size distribution 
retrievals while the aureole data 町e responsible for 
the 1町ge size range (Nakajima et al. , 1983; T:叩aka
et al., 1989). 
1n the present anaIysis, the refractive index of 

aerosols is assumed to be 1.5-0.01i, which is conｭ
sidered to be an average for tropospheric aerosols 
except for that in urban are回 (Tanaka et al. , 1983; 
WMO, 1983). We added in Fig. 5 the other solu色ions
of retrieval assuming the refractive indices of 1.45-
Oi (broken curve) , which is more suitable for nonｭ
light-absorbing particles such 笛 sulphates or sulfuｭ
ric acid aerosols, and 1.5-0.03i (dot-broken curve) , 
which is sui七able for light-absorbing particles such 舗
carbon-rich or urban aerosols. Comparisons among 
those three curv，田 indicate 出at the present retrieval 
me出od does not depend s色ronglyon the 幽sumedre・

fractive index. This is because the e泊inction cro鑓
section and the forward scattering cross section of 
aerosols are not sensitive to detailed values of the 
aerosol refractive 劜dex. Hence colur即位 size disｭ
tributions retrieved in this analysis may not conｭ
tain 1町ge errors even in the enhanced stratospheric 
aerosols c回e.



ation due to strntm;pheric aerosols (凶11. bias alld a 
short-tcrm variation dup. t.o troposphcric a(>r0501:-. 
Compared with thc height.-illtegrat.ed barksl"at. terill広

~oeffìcient of the st.ratospheric aerosols observed in 
Japan by lidars古s (Ud巾h叫山ino et α l.し.日. 1叩084企; Haya描shid山山t目1\11.削叩n

Iw出ak同a. 1985). t.hc 101lg-t.erm vll.riat.ion of T,, (500) 
seems to suggest an iIlcrease and decline of the volｭ
canic aerosols in the stratosphere due to t.he EI Chiｭ
c.hon cr叩t.io札 ASll.no ct al. (1085) rcport.ed t.h(> inｭ
crc踊e in T，α(500) c¥ue to the EI CI山hon aerosols of 
0.17 in December 1982 and 0.09 in January 1983 at 
Tsukuba, Japan (i.e. , the differences of the optical 
thickness from the preceding year). AIso at S('lldaﾎ. 
九(500) in t.hc willtl'r of 1983 (i.c・. Dl'('l'lllbl'l" 19~2 
t.o February 1983) w部 about 0.1 larger than that in 
the winter of 1982, as shown by Fig.6. 

168 sets (one set. contains data of spcct.ral optiｭ
cal thicknesses and aureole radiances at the four 
wavelengths) of 山~ta measured on 104 days (i.e... 
1-.4 sets 11. da.y) were I¥llalyzed t.o retrieve the \'01・

ume spectrum of aerosols. Retricved sizc distribuｭ
tiOllS of columnl¥r aerosols are summar匂ecl for the 
respective se回OllS from the autumn of 1981 to the 
spring of 19"85 in Fig. ,7. Se出onal average values 
and r.m.s. deviations of the retrieved size spectra 
are indica七ed by solid and broken curves. respecｭ
tively. Typically, bimodal spectra were observed beｭ
fore the summer of 1982, whereas mOllomodal specｭ
trn with a mo"de radius near 0.5μm were evidellt 
during the period from the autumn of 1982 to t.he 
spring of 1984. The monomodal distribution disapｭ
peared after the summer of 1984, and a Junge-type 
(i.e・， power law distribution) or a weak bimodal disｭ
色ribution predominated. Such an extcnded tempoｭ
ral variat.ion of sizc dist.ribution suggl'sts t.hat the El 
Chi<:hoIl st.rnt.ospheric aerosol lOll.ding w硝 high. and 
largely lllodified thp. sizc dist.rihlltioIl of tlu、 COIIlIl1-

nar total aerosols in the pcriod from the l¥ut.umn of 
1982 to the sprillg of 1984. 
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b. The EI Chichon aerosols 
The vohnりc spect.rn of aerosols dm‘t.o t.1¥(' EI Chiｭ

ChOlI eruption were estimatecl for the autulIlns of 
1982. 1983 and 1984. and the willters of 1983. l!)8-l 
alld 1985. by subt.ractillg those of corrcsponding sca・
sons prior to the EI Chicbon eruptioll. The rea-
50n why only autumn and winter are chosell is that 
the error in subtrncting EI Chichon (¥('rosols is pxｭ
pected to be slllall in those seωons WhCIl t.he tr・o・

pospheric aerosol loading is generally small. The 
resul凶 in Fig. 8 show that aerosols of EI Chichon 
origin had monoll1odal volUllle spectra with a 1l10de 
radius of about 0.5μm. These volmnc spedra arc in 
広oocl l\広rccmcnt wit.h thos(> ohservcd /u'・Ulllld 1I0rt.hｭ
ern hemisphere m，id・ lat.iもudes retrievcd frolU grolllldｭ
based solar irrndfancc me揃Ilrements (1¥ lkhalsky ct 
al. , 1984; Asano et al. ,. 1985) and froll1 direl"t al1d 
indirect airborne me蹴uremellts (I<llolll!llberg aud 

Fig. 6. Temporal variation of the aerosol opｭ
tical thickness atλ=500 nm, Ta(500). Seaｭ
sonal average values and r.m.s. deviations 
are indicated by solid-step and vertical 
lines, respectively. The broken-step line inｭ
dicates the minimum value in each se描on.

Parenthesized numerics ill each season inｭ
rlicate the number of days of observation. 

α. Temporal variation 01 columnar totα1 aerosols 
The aerosol optical thickness w出 derived from the 

direct solar irradiance measured on 104 days in the 
observation period. Figure 6 shows the temporal 
variation of aerosol optical thickness at 入=500nm，

'Ta (500) , averaged seasonally. Here r.α(500) for averｭ
aging are only those used for retrieving the volume 
spectra. A seasonal variation of Ta(500) is found 
with a large day-to-day variation. The average valｭ
ues (solid-step line in Fig. 6) are large in sprillg (dcｭ
fined 出 March 1 to May 31) and summcr (.Jllne 1 
to August 31) , but are small in autumn (Septemｭ
ber 1 to November 30) and winter (December 1 to 
February 28/29). The variations in 'Tr.(500), which 
are represented by vertical bars fωthe r.m.s. of seaｭ
sonal values in Fig.6, are large with deviations of 
about 50 % of the seasonal mean value for all the 
year. A long-term variation in TI1(500) is also founcl 
with the maximum in the spring of 1983. Comparｭ
ing the average values of each se舗on，色 is found 
that seasonal averages in the period from the SUlllｭ
mer of 1982 to the spring of 1983 are larger by 0.05-
0.15 than those of the same se舗ons in other periｭ
ods. The minimum value of 'Ta(500) observed in each 
se田on also shows the similar variation (broken-step 
line in Fig.6) , i.e. they increased noticeably from 
the spring of 1982 to the spring of 198:1, and deｭ
cre踊ed gradually with time until 1985. Ta(500) in 
1985 returned to 11. comparable level to th叫 in 1981. 
This observation means that the variation of 九(500)
revealed in this study consis悩 of 11. long-term vari-

4. Results and discussion 
, 

e 
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日uffman‘ 1983; Oberbec.k et al., 1983; Hofmann and 
Rosen, 1984; 8pinhirne and King, 1985; Nakajima et 
al. , 1986a). 
Airborne samp¥es of aeroso¥s in the stratosphere 

and their component ana¥ysis with scanning e¥ecｭ
tron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray specｭ
troscopy were carried out by severa¥ investigators 
after the eruption of E¥ Chichon (e.g. Gooding et 
al., 1983; ¥Voods and Chuan , 1983). They indicated 
that stratospheric aeroso¥s were dominaもedby magｭ
matic and lithic partic¥es larger than about 3μm 
in diameter and were distributed between latitudes 
100N and 600 N, but concentrated main¥y at ¥atiｭ
tudes between 130N and 300N until July, 1982. In 
October 1982, the aeroso¥s dispersed uniform¥y from 
1008 to 750 N, changing their composition.into more 
comp¥ex structures such as ash partic¥es and su¥fuｭ
ric acid droplets. In November and December 1982, 
the la~gest particles found were about 4μm in diｭ
ameter，笛 a resu¥t of the gravitationa¥ faU・out ， and 
the remaining small particles were most¥y made of 
su¥furic acirl. Thc sl11nll partic¥cs marlc by gns・to
partic¥e conversion processes requirea ¥ong time for 
further growth of partic¥es by condensation and cか
agu¥ation. For instance, 8hibata et al. (1984) simｭ
u¥ated the evo¥ution of stratospheric aeroso¥s with 

an initial condition of injection of sulfur dioxide g出
from the volcanic eruption. Nine months was estiｭ
mated as the time for the formation of particles with 
a mode radius of about 0.33μm. 
In Fig.9, wc summarize the re¥ationship between 

the vo¥ume mode radius of aeroso¥s and e¥apsed time 
after the eruption, using previously reported valｭ
ues (Knollenberg and Huffman , 1983; Oberbeck et 
al., 1983; Hofmann and Rosen , 1984; Michalsky et 
al. , 1984; Asano et al. , 1985; 8pinhirne and King, 
1985; Nakajima et αl. ， 1986a) and a model of nonｭ
volatile aerosols from the Agung (80 25'8, 115030'E) 
eruption in 1963 (Mossop, 1964; Toon and Pollack, 
1976). Original size distributions repor旬d in 七hose

literatures were converted , if necessary, to volume 
spectra in order to compare consistently with our 
results. This figure suggests that magmatic 槌h parｭ
tic¥es with a large mode radius due to such volcanic 
eruption as the Agun were dissipated by gravitaｭ
tional sedimentation, whereas the secondarily proｭ
duced particles increased in radius up until a subｭ
micron modc. With respect to the dissipation of 
the secondary partic¥el.s from the stratosphere, Post 
(1986) pointed out 七hat these particles, contr町y
to the primary large particles，訂e removed noも by

the gravitational fall-out but by frontal folding prか
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Fig. 9. The relationship between the 1Il0de nli・
dius of stratospheric aerosols due to volｭ
canic origin and days elapsed after the 
eruption. All of those except for the reｭ
sult ca1culated by Shibata et al. (1984) are 
derived from observations at the latitude 
given after the author's name. 

8 and from 出e resul七s of other studies (l¥Iichalsky 
ct al. , 1984; Asano ct al. , 1985; Nak.'¥jillUl. ct αl. ， 

1986a). Since those volumes in Fig. 10 were derived 
by integrating over the radius range 0.2-2ILlll to 
make a consistent comparison with the results of 
other researchers，出e volumes thus estim叫ed may 
be underestimated by more or less 5 %. .lt is illｭ
ferred that the total volume of secolldarily produced 
straもospheric aerosols after the El Chicholl eruptioll 
increased むo 2-3x 10-6 (cm3 jcm2) in the winter of 
1983 and then decreased with an e-folding time of 
200-250 days until 1985. In the winter of 1985, 
the El Chichon aerosol volullle decreased to 1 x 10-7 

(cm3 jcm2) and 7',, (500) decreased to less than 0.01 
which is comparable to 山at in the normal strato・
sphere, so that the stratosphere returned to the norｭ
mal st叫e， which could not be distinguished 仕om
that prior to 七he eruption by ground-b踊edme舗ure

ments, in 出e spring of 1985. 
ln a practical way，むhe value of Vjra call be 倒・

sumed to be 2.6x10-5 in the enhanced stage ofthe 
El Chichon aerosols and 2 x 10-5 in their decay stage 
in order to estimate the total aerosol volume from 
optical 出ickness me踊urements.

cesses. From the above discussion, it is inferred 七hat

the size distribution of aerosols due to the El Chiｭ
chon erup七ion ， especially 出at after the autumn of 
1982, w儲 made of evolving sulfuric particles. 
Referring to 七he results of several investigations 

pr回ented above and Figs. 8 and 9, we derived 
a model of the size distrib凶ion of stratospheric 
aerosols due to the El Chichon eruption for the peｭ
riod from the au七umn 6f 1982 to the winter of 1985. 
The volume spectrum of 七hose aerosols, dV j d ln r , is 
expressed by a log-normal distribution given by 

dVjdln r = C. exp {-((ln r -ln a)j ln8)2 j2} , (5) 

where C， α 叩d 8 are parameters related to conｭ
centration, mode radius and dispersion of the logｭ
normal volume spec七rum respectively, which were 
derived for individual spectra from best 恥 byeyes
and 出en se回onallyaveraged for each se踊on 錨 sum

marized in Table 1. The values for spring and sumｭ
mer in the period were smoothly interpolated in time 
between the winter and autumn values. The tempoｭ
ral variation of the se踊onal average of a is indicated 
by a solid-抗ep line in Fig. 9. Total volumes of the 
El Chichon aerosols, V in Table 1, were derived by 
inもegr叫ing the volume specむraover the radius range 
from 0.1 to 10μm. Model values of 7'4(500) and the 
ratio Vj九町e 山o tabulated there. 
Figure 10 shows the 色emporal varia.tion of the 色か

tal volume of the El' Chichon aerosols modeled by 
Eq. (5), compa.red wi他出佃e estima.ted from Fig. 
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Table 1. Parameters C , a and s used in Eq. (5) for modeling El Chichon aerosols. 

1984 

V/Ts 

2.2広百士宮

2.55x10-5 

2.55x10-5 

2.26x10-5 

2.26xlO-5 

2.26xlO-5 

1.99xlO-5 

1.99xlO-5 

1.74xlO-5 

1.52x10-5 

Ts 

0.036 
0.072 
0.060 

0.056 
0.048 
0.040 
0.036 
. 0.015 

0.012 
0.007 

v (cm可否宮)
8.13xlO-( 
1.83xlO-6 

1.53xlO-6 

• 1.42x10-6 

1.22xlO-6 

1.02x 10-6 

7.11x10一7

3.05x10-7 

2.03x10一7

1.02x10-7 

S 

1.50 
1.50 
1.50 

1.50 
1.50 
1.50 
1.50 
1.50 
1.50 
1.50 

α(μm) 

0.55 
0.60 
0.60 

0.55 
0.55 
0.55 
0.50 
0.50 
0.45 
0.40 

C (cm可石勺
正広百士7

1.8xlO-6 

1.5x10-6 

1.4x10-6 

1.2x10-6 

1.0x10-6 

7.0x10-7 

3.0x 10-7 

2.0x10ー7
1.0x10一7

Seasons 

1982 Autumn 
1983 Winter 

Spring 

Summer 
Autumn 
Winter 
Spring 
Summer 
Autumn 
Winter 

cesses. The Aitken nuclei are produced through gasｭ
to-particle conversion and combustion processes. 
These small particles increase in size by condensaｭ
tion and coagulation, and constitute the accumuｭ
lation' mode. The coarse particle mode aerosols 
in the maritime planetary boundary layer consist 
mainly of sea salt particles which are produced by 

bursting bubbles at the ocean surface (Woodcock et 
αl. ， 1953; Knelman et αl. ， 1954; Toba, 1959). On 
the other hand, those in the continental planetary 
boundary layer mainly consist of wind blown soil 
particles (Patterson and Gillette, 1977). The reｭ
moval processes, such as gravi七ational sedimentation 
and rain-out, are also important for the structure 
of size distribution of tropospheric aerosols. Since 
the roles of production, growth, transport and reｭ
moval processes on the tropospheric aerosol loading 
are different both spatially and temporally, their size 
distributions have a wide variety in the space-time 

domain, although the bimodal structure itself still 
remams. 

In this study, the volume spectra of tropospheric 
aerosols were estimated by stibtracting the modeled 
volume spectra of El Chichon aerosols (via Eq. (5) 
and Table 1) from those of columnar total aerosols. 
The contribution of the background stratospheric 
aerosol amount to the total amount is so small that 
almost all of the columnar aerosols consist of tropか
spheric aerosols for the periods except the EI Chiｭ
chon event・. For example, Ta(500) of stratospheric 
aerosols for the non-EI Chichon periods is about 0.02 
or less (Nakajima et al. , 1986a; Tanaka et al. , 1990) 
so that the contribution of the background stratoｭ
spheric aerosols to the columnar total aerosols is exｭ
pected to be small. 

We fitted a bimodal log-normal function to the 
volume spectrum estimated above, using the least 
squares method: 
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Fig. 10. Temporal variations of the total volｭ
ume of the El Chichon aerosols modeled 
(solid-step line) , those observed by the 
present study (open circIes), by Nakajima 
et al. (1986, cIosed circIes) , by Asano et al. 
(1985, cIosed triangles) and by Michalsky 
et al. (1984, cIosed rectangles). 

2 ‘ 
dV/dlnr =乞 Ci ・明{一((lnr -lnai)/ln'si)2/2} , 

‘ d '-， ht川 (6)

c. Tropospheric aerosols 
Tropospheric aerosols are frequently described by 

a bimodal volume size distribution, i.e. a coarse 
particle mode with a mode radius of the order of 
microns and an accumulation mode with. a mode 
radius of the order of sub-microns (Whitby et al. , 
1972; Pntterson and Gillette, 1977; Nakajima et al. , ‘ 

,.". 1986b; Kim et al.; 1988; Hayasaka et al. ν1990). Such 
ν:. a size distribution 'results from 'production;' conden-~" 
:川 i ~sation; coagulation,' and' transport. and i'eIIioval pro-'山 i ・
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Table 2. Parameters C1 , C2 , al ， α2 ， 81 and 82 used in Eq. (6) for modeling tropospheric aerosols. 

Seasons Winter Spring Summer Autumll 
C1 (106cma/cmz) 0.89土0.39 1. 71土0.77 2.65土0.86 0.97土0.66

α1 (μm) 0.16土0.04 0.17土0.05 ‘壬 0.21土0.04 0.15土0.05

81 1. 79土0.19 1.69土0.25 1.97土0.16 1.96土0.48

C2 (10-6 cm3/cm2) 1. 19土0.76 3.35土2.18 1.28土0.42 1.05土0.43

α2 (μm) 4.48士1.62 2.78土1.60 2.98土0.98 3.96土1.70

82 3.47土1.24 3.06土0.89 2.17土0.37 3.12土0.84

V (cm3/cm2) 5.01xlO-6 1.17x10-5 6.99x 10-6 4.61xlO-6 

Ta 0.12 0.28 0.33 0.13 

V/T .• 4.12x10-5 4.20xlO-5 2.13x 10-5 3.65x10-5 

where Ci , ai and 8i are the parameters related to 
concentration, mode radius and dispersion of each 
mode of volume spectrum, respectively. Table 2 
shows these parameters for the four se出onsobtained 
by averaging se前onally もhe volume spec七ra from 
September 1981 to May 1985. The volume specｭ
tra modeled with these parameters are illustrated 
in Fig. 11. 

It w碕 found 七haも the aerosol volume spec七ra in 
winter and autumn are similar to each other and 
their concentrations are lower than those in 七he

o七her 七wo seasons. On the other hand, in spring, 
both peaks of the accumulation and coarse particle 
modes are larger than those in winter and autumn. 
The coarse particle mode is predominant with a 
conspicuous varia七ion of concentra七ion， i. e. a large 
r.mふ deviation of coefficient C2 ・ Such coarse partiｭ
cles are generally believed to consisむ of soil-derived 
du抗 or sea salt as noted earlier. The enhancement 
of the coarse particle mode w回 frequently observed 
during a prevailing northwesterly wind. The surface 
wind of Sendai from the e回t or sou七h ， i. e. from the 
sea., is not so predominant in spring, especially in 
March and April. Such a wind is observed mostly in 
summer, al七hough coarse particles are not abundant 
in that se出on. Therefore, it is difficul七七o attribute 

the co紅白 particle mode aerosols during spring to is rather similar もo those of winter and autunm. The 
sea salも par七icles. In spring，もhe southwes同rn part accumulation mode aerosols are usually found in 
of Japan is often covered by a dusも cloud trans- the planetary boundary layer, whi1e coarse-particle 
ported from eastern Asia, known as the Yellow-sand mode aerosols are found in and above the plane-
event. Tanaka et al. (1989) ， 回 well 邸 Arωand tary boundary layer. (Fitch and Cress, 1981, 1983; 
Ishizaka (1986) , have observed abundant coarse par- Tanaka et al. , 1990; Hayasaka et al., 1990). It is, 
ticles with radii larger 出an 2μm during the Yellow- therefore, reasonable もo infer that the accumulation 
sand events at Nagasaki, and suggested that a large mode aerosols of summer are substances of surface 
amount of Asian dust should be expected to be oc・ origin ， and grow by condensation and coagulation 
casionally evident in 出e.troposphere over Japan. under high 七emperature and abundant w叫er vapor 
The coarse-particle mode aerosols observed in spring conditions. 
may be attributed to the soi1-derived particles sim- As suggested ill Tnble 2, the seasonal features 
i1ar to those in the 
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Fig. 11. The seasonal model of the tropcト

spheric aerosol volume spectrum repreｭ
sented by Eq. (6) with parameters in Ta-
ble 2. Modeled spectra of willter, spring, 
summer and autumn are drawn with so1id, 
broken, dotted broken and double-dotted 
broken curves, respectively. Vertical lines 
indicate r.m.s. deviatiolls of the parameｭ
ters C1 alld C2 for each se槌on.
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in any other season. The autumn is an intermediｭ
ate between summer and winter. It is interesting to 
note that the ratios in winter are 邸 large as that in 
spring. Consequently, we can estimate the seasonal 
columnar total volume of aerosols from the optical 
thickness me箇urements assuming V/Ta ",, 2x10-5 in 
summer and 4 x 10-5 in the other se舗ons.

5. Summary 

Spectral measurements of direct and scattered so・
lar irradiance were carried out in Sendai, Japan, 
for the period from September 1981 to May 1985 
with a scanning spectral radiometer (aureolemeter). 
The long-term varia七ion of aerosol optical thickness 
W回 obtained from direct solar irradiance data; size 
distributions of columnar total aerosols were also 
retrieved by the iterative inversion of the spec七ral
optical . thicknesses and the solar aureole radiance 
distributions. The size distributioﾏl of El Chichon 
aerosols w出 estimated 回出e difference between 
columnar volume spectra before and after the erupｭ
tion. From these results and the previous investiｭ
gations, we made a model of volume spectra of the 
El Chichon aerosols fitted to a log-normal di鈴ribu
tion. Furthermore, a seasonal model of tropospheric 
aerosols over Sendai w踊 constructed by subtractｭ
ing the volume spectrum of the El Chichon aerosol 
model from that of the columnar total aerosols, and 
successfully representing them with a bimodal logｭ
normal distribution. Results of the present study 
are. summarized 踊 follows:

(1) Variations of optical tl巾kness and volume specｭ
trum of aerosols，部 shown in Figs.6 and 7. sugｭ
gested that the stratospheric aerosols due to the El 
Chichon eruption had maximum inftuence on atmcト
spheric turbidity in the winter of 1983, i.e. from 
December 1982 もo February 1983, decaying to the 
normal level prior to the eruption by spring of 1985 
over Japan. These trends are summarized in Taｭ
ble 1 in terms of modeled log-normal functions. It 
is also inferred that these monomodal aerosols with 
the mode radius about 0.5μm，出 shown in Fig. 8, 
consisted of secondarily produced partic¥es through 
the gas-to-partic¥e conversion process. 
(2) Bimodal volume spectra prevail for the tropo・
spheric aerosols over Sendai thrQughout a year 槌
reportcd in Table 2 and Fig.11. The aerosol opｭ
tical thickncss is high in both spring and summer. 
However, the aerosol size distributions of those seaｭ
sons have different features. The coarse-particle 
mode aerosols, with radii around 3μm，町e predomｭ
inant in spring. Aerosols contained in 出is mode 
may be aもtributed to the dust transported from the 
Asian continent. On the other hand, the accumu・
lation mode a.erosols, with radii around 0.2μm ， are 
predominant in summer, suggesting a large contri・
bution of surface-origin aerosols iqcre槌ing in size 
through condensation and coagulad� processes. 

These results suggest further that aureolemeters 
are useful for monitoring the atmospheric aerosols, 
especially their columnar size distribution. 
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Appendix 

Estimation oJ errors due to Jinite Jield・
oJ-views oJ the 飢strument and the sun 
The intensity of singly scattered radiation from 

the direction ((}o , 4>0) むo the direction ((}，ゆ)， with 
zenith angle () and 回imuth angle 4>, is given 舗

1(μ， μ0 ， φ-4>0) (A1) 

= 10woP(θ)(e-T/μ。 - e-T/μ)/(1 -μ/μ。)，

where T , WO and P(θ) are the optical thickness, 
single scaもtering albedo and phase function, reｭ
spectively, involving molecular and aerosol scatterｭ
ing. The scattering angleθis given by cosθ= 
仰け J亡予言J戸JL~ cos(φ ー φ0)' whereμ=cos(} 
and μ。=cos (}o ・ 10 is the irradiance emerging from 
any part of the solar disk. S色rictly speaking, the 
solar limb darkening should be taken into account 
for 10 ・ The finite sun with limb darkening, howｭ
ever, yields an error less than several ten色hs of a 
percent around several degrees of the scattering anｭ
gle (Box and Deepak, 1981), so 七hat we neglect the 
solar limb darkening in this study. Thus, 10wo is inｭ
dependentof the angul町 coordinates and i色 is given 
to be unity. A geometrical configuration of the meaｭ
surement is illustrated in Fig. A1. When the aure・
olemeter is aimed to a direction (()，ゆ) against the 
sun's direction ((}o ， ゆ。)， the intensity of scattered 
radiation derived from radiance measurements is exｭ
pressed 槌

10bs(β， β。，ゆ- 4>.0) 

= (2π(cosβ-1))ー 1(2π(cosα ー 1))一 1

X 12w lcつY国β 1(川φ-4>0) 

x cosθ2d(COS θ2)d4>2d(COS θddφ11 (A2) 

where αand βare the half angle of the solar disk and 
出at of the aure叫emeter's field-of-view (FOV) , reｭ
spectively. The other quantities are given by spherｭ
ical trigonometry as follows. 

β= cosÕ, flo = cosÕo, 
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Fig. A1. The geometrical relationship among 
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olemeter (8，手)， and solar radiation emergｭ
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Fig. A2. Relative errors of the nominal" ph踊e

function P( e) against the exact one P(θ) 
for 入=350nm (upper panel) and 入=700

nm (lower panel).βis the half angle of 
the aureolemeter's field-of-view. The optiｭ
cal thicknesses of aerosols Tn and molecules 
Tm are 硝sumed to be 0.143 and 0.65 'at 
入=350 nm, and 0.071 and 0.04 at 入=700

nm, respectively. 

μ=βcosθ2 + V亡芦sinθ2sin !P2, 

cosθ'= cosécosθ2 + sinésinθ2 sin !P2, 

cos� =陥+Vl -jj.2 .JÏコ~c時一ゐ)

and 

overestimated atθof several degrees for any value 
ofβ， because P(θ) incre笛es exponentially 踊 θbe
comes smaller at those region. On the contrary, 
P(θ) is underestimated 叫 very small scattering anｭ
gles. This is because the conもribution of radiance 
at smaller θto the total radiance received by. 出e
aureolemeter becomes smaller. In other words，七he
finiteness of FOVs causes an appare叫 shift of the 
scaももering angle from 出e exact one. The magniｭ
tude of such app町ent shifts depends onβand the 
radiance distribution in the aureole region, hence be-' 
ing l'esponsiblち for the mag11itude of errors in P(θ). 
The calculatiollS. for λ=70011111 sbow that “1e inftuｭ
ence of finite FOVs ﾍ8.smaller tball those for λ=350 

..nmb舵ausethe angularvaria'色ion.ofthe phase func-

From Eqs. (A1) and (A2), the nominal pha儲sefu山mc悶c
色“ion P(θ) obtained from the me槌u陀men凶色 i泊s gi旬ve阻n 

by 

p(�) = Iobs (β， β。 ， iþ -�) 

x (1 一仰0) / (e-T/;'o -e叫) (A3) 

Since the aureole measurements were made at the 
solar almucantar, i.e. β=β。， Eq. (A3) can be reｭ
placed by the following equation: 

(A4) 

After simulating Iobs for moderate aerosol 1000-
ing with a power law size distribution, the nominal 
p(�) w舗 compared with the exact P( �) for sevｭ
era1. FOVs. The relative errors, defined 踊 (P(θ)
p(6))/p(ê) , calcula.ted for thewavelengths of 350 
nm 叩d 700 nm are shown in Fig. A2. The magｭ
nitude of errors is gre叫er with larger ， β~ P(θ) is 

P(θ) = Iobs (ρ， β副長 - ﾘo) . eT/β0 ・ βO/T・

'，:・
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tion in the aureo¥e region at ¥onger wave¥engths beｭ

comes smaller. Results of the calcu¥ations indicate 

that the FOV of the instrument should be carefully 

determined for accurate me回urements of the solar 

aureole. 
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走査型分光放射計による仙台上空のエアロゾルの長期モニタリング
塩原匡貴

(気象研究所気候研究部)

早坂忠裕・中島映至・田中正之
(東北大学理学部大気海洋変動観測研究センター)

1981 年 9 月から 1985 iJ:: 5 月まで仙台市郊外において走査型分光放射計(オーリオールメータ)を用い

た太陽直遼光・散乱光の分光観測を行なった。観測された波長別光学的厚さと太陽周辺光の強度分布から

インパージョン法によりエアロゾルの粒径分布(体楠スペクトル)を求めた。

1982 年に起こったエJレチチョン火山の噴火前後の比較から、エルチチョン起源のエアロゾルの粒径分布

を得た。その結果、エルチチョン・エアロゾルは約 0.5μm にモード半径を持つ一山分布型であり、エアロ

ゾル気住総量に対する影響は 1983 年の冬 (1982 年 12 月 "'1983 年 2 月)に最大となり、それから 1985 年の

春にかけて漸減し、ほぽ噴火以前の状態に回復している様子が見出された。

気住総エアロゾルの体積スペクトルから、エルチチヨン・エアロゾルをモデル化した体硝スペクトルを差し

引くことにより、仙台上空の対流圏エアロソやルの季節モデルをこ山対数E規分布を用いて作成した。その結果、

春季と夏季とでは、エアロゾルの休制スペクトルの特徴に大きな迎いが見らJれた。すなわち、得手HC.は:'1':1長

約 3μm の巨大粒子モードが，:t越し、 -')j、 11季にはさI~径約 0.2μ111 の accull1ulatioll モードが l;i.越している。
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